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Introdu tion

The image's Power Spe trum (PS) is widely used for automated defo us
and astigmatism orre tions [1℄, for blind de onvolution pro edures [2℄,
[3℄, and for other purposes.

The setup of A and f takes the most time. However, they an be omputed in advan e be ause they do not depend on the PS. The al ulation
of c for a spe i PS onsists of the time to set up b and to solve for c,
i.e., around 2 se onds.

APEX Method for Blind De onvolution

Figure 1: APEX PS approximation prole.
The iteratively obtained APEX
approximation in prin iple requires a rotationally symmetri
PS (and proles).

Figure 2: Tin Balls: P, S and their proles.

Proje tion Method

This method also handles a not rotationally symmetri PS, for instan e
due to the spe imen's geometry or ma hine aberrations, su h as astigmatism (see the se ond row of Figure 3). The proje tion method approximates the logarithm of the PS P (u) with a nite linear ombination S(u)
of analyti al shapes fi (u), i.e.,
S(u) =

X

ci fi (u), where u = [u, v] - frequen y oordinates.
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Figure 3: Tin Balls: P, S and their proles.

The oe ients c solve Ac = b where
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The system is solved non-iteratively (uses a dire t solver). The Least
Squares Dieren e (LS) between the PS matrix representation P ∈
RN×M and it's approximation S ∈ RN×M is
LS :=

s
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N M n,m

(3)

The approximation is onsidered to be ne if the dieren e is around the
level of the noise.
Typi al shape fun tions are the monomials to obtain the moments, or for
numeri al robustness Legendre polynomials or Chebyshev polynomials.
Numeri al Experiment in Matlab

The experimental 442×442 images were obtained with FEI's Strata SEM.
We apply a 202 Chebyshev shape fun tion proje tion method before the
FFTShift operation (see Figure 2). Results of P and related proje tion
approximation S are shown in Figures 2  4. Figure 2 is the se ond olumn of Figure 3 ex ept for the proles. In Figure 2 results are before
the FFTShift operation. In Figures 3 and 4, they are after. The Figures
provide the LS just above their subgures, it is about 5%. This is not
large, taking into a ount the high amount of noise in P. The approximation is smoother than the PS, thus the proje tion an be used as PS
noise redu tion.
Setup and solution time
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Figure 4: A ross se tion sample: P, S and their proles.
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